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ABSTRACT
We present POAPS, a novel planning system for defining Partially-
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) that abstracts
away from POMDP details for the benefit of non-expert practition-
ers. POAPS includes an expressive adaptive programming language
based on Lisp that has constructs for choice points that can be dy-
namically optimized. Non-experts can use our language to write
adaptive programs that have partially observable components with-
out needing to specify belief/hidden states or reason about probabil-
ities. POAPS is also a compiler that defines and performs the trans-
formation of any program written in our language into a POMDP
with control knowledge. We demonstrate the generality and power
of POAPS in the rapidly growing domain of human computation
by describing its expressiveness and simplicity by writing several
POAPS programs for common crowdsourcing tasks.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2 [Artificial Intelligence]: Programming Languages and Soft-
ware
General Terms
Algorithms, Languages
Keywords
POMDPs, Planning, Decision Theory, Adaptive Programming, Crowd-
sourcing
1. INTRODUCTION
Although optimal decision-making is widely applicable across
many aspects of human life, ultimately the ability to construct and
use intelligent agents to make optimal decisions has been restricted
to those who understand to some degree the theory of decision pro-
cesses. Those who would greatly like access to such tools, like
many in the crowdsourcing community [23] for example, must ei-
ther resort to sub-optimal techniques that use approximate heuris-
tics or hire a planning expert to formally define and solve their
domain-specific problems.
This paper presents POAPS (Partially Observable Adaptive Pro-
gramming System), which is a step toward bringing the power of
decision theory to the masses. POAPS makes available the power
of Partially-Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) to
non-expert users through the interface of an adaptive programming
language that provides an abstraction over POMDPs so that non-
experts can write POMDPs without knowing anything about them.
Like many previous approaches to proceduralizing decision pro-
cesses[2, 5, 18], we create a language that includes choice points,
which allow the system to make optimal decisions adaptively. How-
ever, unlike previous approaches, we do not expect the programmer
to explicitly reason about the state space or world dynamics. Such
an expectation for our target users is impractical. In an informal
experiment, we recruited scientists unfamiliar with artificial intel-
ligence and introduced them to (PO)MDPs. We then asked them
to define a state space for some simple crowdsourcing problems.
However, all of them were unable to define a satisfactory state
space, let alone an entire POMDP. In particular, they had trouble
grasping the meaning and mathematical formalism of a POMDP
hidden “state.” Therefore, the challenge is to create a language that
can express all the details of POMDPs, yet hides these details from
the programmer, but is still flexible enough to represent programs
for a variety of scenarios.
One of our key contributions is a division of work between ex-
perts and non-experts that achieves our desiderata. POAPS asks ex-
perts to define primitives. A primitive consists of a function and a
mathematical model of that function. The mathematical model de-
scribes some hidden state underlying the function and its dynamics.
Non-expert programmers understand the primitives as procedures
in terms of easily understood inputs and outputs and may not ap-
preciate the hidden mathematical models. They can, however, com-
pose the primitives into novel programs for their needs. POAPS then
compiles their programs into completely new POMDPs.
For instance, suppose a user would like to write a program that
uses crowdsourcing to label training data. An adaptive program that
achieves this goal might be the following. For each datum, poll
crowd workers for labels until the system is confident it can stop
and return a label. For an adaptive program to make optimal deci-
sions, it needs to both maintain some state that represents a current
belief about what the correct label is, and know how to update this
belief after every label observation. Instead of hiring a planning
expert to handcraft a custom POMDP for this simple voting prob-
lem [8, 11], users, and in particular, non-experts, should be able to
write a very simple program that abstracts away from state vari-
ables and probabilities: either ask another worker for another la-
bel and recurse, or return the label with the most number of votes.
POAPS achieves this goal. Figure 1 shows a POAPS program for
labeling (voting) that implements the algorithm we just described.
It assumes there are two possible labels and reposes the problem as
one of discovering if the first label is better than the second. Notice
that the program makes no reference to any POMDP components in
its definition. The user does not need to specify some hidden state
that represents the correct answer. Instead, an expert has previously
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(define (vote-better? q a0 a1 c0 c1)
(choose
(if (crowd-vote q a0 a1)
(vote-better? q a0 a1 (+ c0 1) c1)
(vote-better? q a0 a1 c0 (+ c1 1)))
(if (> c0 c1) #t #f)))
Figure 1: A POAPS program for labeling that manages uncer-
tainty without exposing it to the user. q is an input question,
a0,a1 are two possible answers, and c0,c1 count the number
of votes for each choice.
defined the primitive crowd-vote, which contains a mathematical
model describing the dynamics of its inputs and ouputs, and we
see that all the user needs to do in excess of providing the program
logic is to use that primitive (by finding it in a library) and provide
a choice point in the program. Then, POAPS will automatically de-
termine the optimal branch to take at runtime.
We show the value of POAPS by writing many useful crowd-
sourcing POMDPs as POAPS programs. The simplicity of the lan-
guage and programs leads us to believe that our system will be
easily usable by non-experts.
In summary, our contributions are (1) a system that exploits a
separation of experts and non-experts that allows non-experts to
write POMDPs while being isolated from the mathematical de-
scription of the decision process, and (2) an implementation that
will likely help non-expert POMDP practitioners in their ability to
write decision processes in a variety of domains.
2. RELATED WORK
Various languages have been proposed in the literature for repre-
senting POMDPs. Several of those are declarative representations,
which ask the user to explicitly declare each component (state, ac-
tions, etc.) of a POMDP. Examples include Cassandra-style format
1, Probabilistic PDDL [24], and RDDL [20].
Several procedural languages have also been developed includ-
ing A2BL [22], ALisp [2] and concurrent ALisp [14], Hierarchical
Abstract Machines (HAMs) [17], and Programmable Hierarchical
Abstract Machines (PHAMs) [1]. All these representations allow a
user to provide control knowledge in the form of a procedural pro-
gram for an existing and explicitly specified MDP. In other words,
when one writes an ALisp program, one must additionally explic-
itly specify an MDP that the program is tied to and constraining.
DTGolog [5] is a situation calculus-based procedural language
that can both define decision problems (by defining a set of ax-
ioms) and specify control. While this unification is useful for ex-
perts, users must still explicitly specify MDPs before they can write
control programs. While non-expert users can write control policies
for expert-written MDPs, they cannot write their own MDPs. Ad-
ditionally, they must explicitly use the components of the MDP in
their control policies.
Stochastic Programs (SP) [15] provide a language for experts to
write world models and primitive actions and then compose those
primitive actions to create control policies for the corresponding
world model. While they do no consider non-expert use of the lan-
guage, one can imagine non-experts using the primitive actions to
create control policies. However, these non-expert users must ex-
plicitly use POMDP components. In particular, the primitives do
not abstract away from the state space; they take state variables
as arguments, and return state variables and observations. SP also
does not allow for learning policies. The language only provides
for specifying a complete control policy and evaluating its utility.
1http://pomdp.org
The work on adaptive programs [18] allows non-expert users to
quickly construct observable decision processes by writing pro-
grams that can contain optimizable choice points. However, con-
struction of POMDPs still requires the user to explicitly model
POMDP details like belief states and belief updates.
The key difference between our work and all the related work
is that we do not ask the programmer to explicitly define or use
POMDP components. Instead we leverage a division of work be-
tween experts and non-experts whereby non-experts can glue to-
gether expert-provided POMDP components to create entirely new
POMDPS for their own problems.
3. CROWDSOURCING BACKGROUND
We are motivated by and describe our system using many ex-
amples taken from the crowdsourcing literature. Crowdsourcing re-
questers, those who hire crowdsourced workers, often design work-
flows to complete their tasks. An example of a simple workflow is
the labeling workflow we described in the Introduction (Figure 1).
Another example of a workflow is the iterative improvement work-
flow [13]. Suppose a requester wants to generate some artifact, like
a text description of an image. In the iterative improvement work-
flow, he first hires one worker to improve an existing caption. Then,
he asks several workers to vote on whether the new caption is better
than the old caption. Finally, he repeats this process until he is sat-
isfied with the caption. Previous work has hand-crafted a POMDP
for this particular workflow in order to make dynamic decisions
like when to vote and when to stop, showing significant savings
over static policies [8]. Our system would allow these requesters,
who are likely not planning experts, to easily write a program for
this workflow (and others) that implicitly defines a POMDP, which
our system can then optimize and control.
4. PRIMITIVES
In order to interpret a program like the one for iterative improve-
ment as a POMDP, POAPS needs mathematical models for function
calls, like the one that hires a worker to improve an artifact. POAPS
asks experts to define primitives to bootstrap this process. A primi-
tive is a ten-tuple 〈D,R,Ω, T ,O, I, C,DU ,RU ,F〉, where:
• D = D1 × . . .×Dn is a set of domain states.
• R is a set of range states.
• Ω is a set of observations.
• T : D ×R → [0, 1] is a transition function.
• O : R× Ω→ [0, 1] is an observation function.
• I is an n-dimensional indicator vector indicating which of
the Di are observable.
• C : D → R+ is a cost function.
• DU = D1U × . . .×DnU is a set of user domain states.
• RU is a set of user range states.
• F : DU →RU is a user function.
An expert defines all 10 of these components. Intuitively, a prim-
itive is a function (the user function F : DU → RU ), and a model
of that function (the rest of the components). We note that in the
special case when D = R, 〈D,R,Ω, T ,O, C〉 is a one-action
POMDP. The best way to understand the purpose of primitives is
through an example. In particular, we discuss how we would define
(define (improve text)
(choose
(improve (c-imp text))
text)))
Figure 2: A POAPS program for improving a piece of text. text
is the current text.
the primitive c-imp, which would be a function used in iterative
improvement to improve an artifact.
First, we define the function part. c-imp should take an artifact α
as input, call some crowdsourcing API, and return an improved ar-
tifact α′. Therefore, we define the user function to be F(α ∈ DU )
= calltoAPI(α), where DU = RU are the set of all possible ar-
tifacts α (e.g., the set of all strings). Now we want to define the
model part of the primitive, which will track the quality of artifacts
being input and output by F . We define D = R = [0, 1] to rep-
resent the hidden quality of the artifact. The transition function T
needs to encode the probability of getting an artifact of quality q′
if a worker improves an artifact of quality q. Therefore, we define
T (q ∈ D, q′ ∈ R) = P (q′|q) using some conditional distribu-
tion like a Beta distribution. We set C to be the amount of money
paid to a worker, which can be some constant like 5 cents. c-imp
produces no observations so Ω is empty, and hence there is no ob-
servation function O. Finally, we set I = (0) indicating that D is
not observable.
This primitive combines a model for the improvement of an ar-
tifact with a function that outputs an improvement of the artifact.
We can view eachDiU as a model forDi andRU is a model forR.
So, for a non-expert user who does not care about or cannot under-
stand the model, a primitive is simply the functionF : DU →RU .
These non-experts can call primitives in their programs, and when
they do so, they expect they are calling the function F .
5. THE LANGUAGE
We now describe the POAPS language, which users use to ex-
press adaptive programs using primitives. We define a POAPS pro-
gram to be a function definition written in the POAPS language. The
POAPS language is an extension of Lisp, because Lisp is both easy
to write and easy to interpret. Following previous work [2, 5, 18],
we add the special form (choose <exp0> <exp1> ... ).
The choose special form is a construct for dynamic execution.
It takes a variable number of arguments, each of which is a Lisp
S-expression. When used in a program, it describes a choice point
in the program, meaning that at runtime, POAPS will dynamically
decide the optimal argument expression to execute.
A key contribution of POAPS is how function calls are inter-
preted. However, we first emphasize that for a non-expert user,
POAPS behaves just as an ordinary programming language. When
a non-expert user calls a primitive: (p arg0 . . . argn), the expres-
sion evaluates to F(argo, . . . , argn) where argi ∈ DiU . A func-
tion call is just a function call, regardless of whether the function
is a POAPS primitive or a user-defined function. Figure 2 shows a
POAPS program that a crowdsourcing expert might write for im-
proving a piece of text using crowdsourcing. It is a simplified ver-
sion of iterative-improvement that removes voting.
To the non-expert user, the argument text is bound to a string,α.
During execution, there are two execution paths. Suppose the pro-
gram chooses the first path. When the string, α ∈ Du, is passed to
c-imp, a primitive we described in the previous section, a function,
F is called to hire a crowdworker to improve the string. c-imp re-
turns the improved string α′ ∈ RU and the program recurses. If the
program chooses the second execution path, the string is returned.
However, the semantics of the POAPS language are more com-
plex. The expert user understands that in POAPS, all variables are
actually bound to two values, and thus all expressions evaluate to
two values. The first value, the Normal value, is the usual value
that the non-expert user sees and understands, and is the same as it
would be in any other programming language. For example, text
is bound to a string. The second value is a Poaps value that can
be unobservable, and hence, represented by a distribution in our
system. This value is the value of a state variable in the POMDP
POAPS constructs. Let exp represent this possibly hidden POAPS
value of some expression, exp.
For the expert user, calling a primitive is everything that it is for
the non-expert user. However, the expert user knows that in addi-
tion to being bound to the Normal value, the result of an expression
(p arg0 . . . argn) is bound to a POAPS value r ∈ R with prob-
ability T ((arg0 . . . , argn), r), where argi ∈ Di. Furthermore,
when p is called, an observation o ∈ Ω is produced with probabil-
ity O(r, o). The POAPS agent reasons about the POAPS values in
the program using observations in order to make decisions.
Consider the program in Figure 2. The argument text is actu-
ally bound to two values. The first value, the string, is what the pro-
grammer cares about. The second POAPS value can be thought of
as some unobservable measure of the quality of the text q ∈ [0, 1].
The domain of this second value was implicitly specified by an ex-
pert when he defined the primitive c-imp. When c-imp is called, in
addition to returning an improved string, a POAPS value q′ ∈ [0, 1]
is also returned with probabilities defined by T . Then, the program
recurses and text is now bound to both the new string and q′. In
this example, no observation is produced.
We emphasize that the expert, the program, and the POAPS agent,
may not know the POAPS values. The POAPS values may be unob-
servable, so the best an expert and an agent can do is hold a belief
about what they might be, using the observations as hints. There-
fore, the next step in POAPS is to compile a POAPS program into a
POMDP, and then solve the POMDP to generate a policy that con-
trols the program based on the beliefs about the hidden values of
the variables.
As another example, we provide a description of the voting pro-
gram we present in Figure 1. The program uses three primitives:
+, >, and crowd-vote. The POAPS values of q, a0, and a1 can be
thought of as unobservable measures of the difficulty of the ques-
tion and the quality of the two answers, respectively. The POAPS
values of c0 and c1 are observed, and are the same as their Normal
values. crowd-vote’s range states are the same as its observations
(R = Ω), and its observation function is defined as O(r ∈ R, ω ∈
Ω) = 1 if and only if r = ω. So, when it is called, it returns a
POAPS value with probability defined by T , and the observation it
emits is the same POAPS value. The Normal value it returns is also
the same as the POAPS value. The primitives + and > are defined in
the expected way. 2
Of course, POAPS programs do not restrict users to calling prim-
itives. Users can also call their own user-defined functions. For ex-
ample, they can use their program for voting (Figure 1) in a pro-
gram for iterative-improvement (Figure 3). We note that in the pro-
gram for voting, the operators > and + are primitives. When a func-
tion calls another user-defined function, the semantics are “call-
2We note here that for planning purposes, the if construct in our
language uses the POAPS value of its test expression to determine
which branch to take instead of the Normal value. The next section
will show how during execution we insert observations to tell our
agent what branch was actually taken.
(define (it-i image worse-text better-text)
(choose
(it-i image better-text
(c-imp better-text))
(if (vote-better? image better-text
worse-text 0 0)
(it-i image worse-text better-text)
(it-i image better-text worse-text))
better-text))
Figure 3: A POAPS program for iterative-improvement on de-
scriptions for images.
by-poaps-value.” Quite simply, in contrast to the normal “call-by-
value” semantics where only one value is copied and passed, in our
language, both the normal value and POAPS value are copied and
passed.
We now define a compiler for the POAPS programming language,
which converts the language into a POMDP.
6. THE COMPILER
Before we delve into the technical details of the compiler, we
provide a high-level description of the process.
The whole point of converting a POAPS adaptive program into
a POMDP is to enable construction of an optimal policy for the
program, but this requires an optimality criterion. Since optimal-
ity is different for every user, we need the flexibility to construct
different utility functions or goals for individual users. In light of
these challenges, we assume that executing a primitive incurs a
cost defined by the primitive, but that an externally-provided and
expert-defined mechanism for goal or utility elicitation (e.g. [6]) is
used to guide the overall program objective. For example, consider
the voting program of Figure 1. It might cost $0.05 to execute the
crowd-vote primitive, but learning a given user’s desired target
accuracy in order to guide the execution of the program requires
additional information. A reasonable goal elicitation module for a
POMDP compiled from this program is one that simply asks the
user for a desired accuracy and budget, and converts the desired ac-
curacy into a goal belief state and the budget into a horizon to en-
sure no dead ends. Such a goal elicitation module could be used for
any program that outputs “correct answers” and uses crowd-vote.
Alternatively, users can forego providing their goals/utilities with
an external mechanism and simply write goals into their programs.
For example, they can simply write their own termination condi-
tions that rely only on the visible parts of their programs. Whether
or not we have elicited goals/utilities, our goal is to execute the
branches that minimize the expected sum of costs.
From our description of the POAPS language, we have a very
natural, but unbounded, decision process that emerges. This deci-
sion problem can be posed as a history-based MDP. The state of the
MDP consists of all the branches taken and observations received
so far. An action in the MDP is choosing a branch in the program.
Taking an action produces observations and costs, so the transi-
tion function (from a list of actions and observations to another list
of actions and observations) is completely determined by the dy-
namics of the underlying primitives and our “call-by-poaps-value”
semantics.
However, we do not want to define such an MDP because solu-
tion methods will not scale. Instead we define an equivalent POMDP.
We now define the POAPS compiler that produces this POMDP by
(choose … 
(improve … 
text 
(c-imp … 
text choose 
improve 
c-imp 
Figure 4: The tree for improve
describing in detail the process that converts any POAPS program
into a POMDP. Given an input program p, the compiler converts p
into a POMDP (M ◦ S)(p) by the following steps:
1. Define a set of states S(p) by statically analyzing p. Each
state variable of S(p) will represent the POAPS value of some
variable or expression in p or a function called by p. So, we
call a state c ∈ S(p) a control state, because it is the part of
the state that determines what action should be taken.
2. Construct a Hierarchical Abstract Machine (HAM) [17]M(p)
by evaluating the program under a set of operational seman-
tics. A HAM is a type of nondeterministic finite state ma-
chine. Each state m ∈ M(p) will be a representation of the
current program counter. In other words, it tells the agent
where in the program it currently is. So, we call this state the
machine state. This state will be fully observable, and pro-
vides information about what actions are available to take.
3. Following the insights of [17], mergeM(p) with S(p) to cre-
ate a POMDP (M◦S)(p) with state space Sˆ = StatesOf(M(p))×
S(p), and define the actions, transition function and observa-
tion function of (M ◦ S)(p) by traversing M(p) and apply-
ing a set of rules. Therefore, a single state in our POMDP
will be a tuple (m, c), where one part of the state is the ma-
chine state, and the other part of the state is the control state.
Finally, using a separate goal/utility elicitation module, inte-
grate the goal or rewards into the POMDP.
6.1 Step 1: Creation of a State Space S
First, we need to define the state variables for the arguments of p.
Let X(p) = {arg1, . . . , argn} be the set of all arguments of p. In
order to construct S(p), the compiler needs to know the state space
of each argument. The state space of an argument argi is defined
by the domain state space Di of the primitives that use argi 3.
Next, we need to define state variables for all subexpressions in
p. A program p in our language can be viewed as an evaluation tree
of expressions. For example, Figure 4 shows the corresponding tree
for the improve program (Figure 2). In order to remember all state
necessary to control, we have a state variable for each subexpres-
sion in p. We denote this state space R(p).
Let F (p) be the set of POAPS programs corresponding to user-
defined functions that are called in p. Then, we abuse notation for
ease of understanding, and recursively define S(p) = S(F (p)) ×
Domain(X(p))×Domain(R(p)). Thus, the state space that we
have constructed is a cross product of the state spaces of all the
functions that p calls, the state spaces of all the arguments of p, and
the state space which consists of all possible evaluations of every
expression in p. This state space is the control state space. Since
3We assume that all the primitives that use a variable argi have the
same state space Di. We can relax this assumption by using typing
techniques.
we use Monte-Carlo solution methods to solve our POMDPs, we
do not need to express the state in a closed, non-recursive form.
6.2 Step 2: Construction of a HAM
The second step in the compilation process is to construct the
machine state space by constructing a HAM [17]M(p) given p and
S(p). The HAM’s states will be used in our constructed POMDP
as observable state variables that represent the current program
counter. Each HAM state represents the evaluation of an expres-
sion. In other words, the HAM will be the part of the POMDP that
says where in the evaluation tree we are for a program p.
The five types of states of a HAM are Action, Call, Choice, Start,
and Stop. Call states represent a call to a user-defined function.
They will execute the corresponding HAM. Choice states can tran-
sition to one of many HAMs. Stop states signify the end of execu-
tion of a HAM and return control to the next state of the parent call-
ing HAM. Start states denote the initial HAM state. Action states
represent the evaluation of a symbol or constant, or the execution
of a primitive.
Finally, we add a sixth type of state: an Observation State. Obs
states do not represent the evaluation of any expression in p. These
states will do nothing except emit an observation. These states are
inserted after conditionals so that an agent can eliminate inconsis-
tent beliefs. These states were not necessary in [17] because their
world was fully observable.
We evaluate the program p to a HAM by using inference rules
in the same way computer programs are evaluated by interpreters.
We recursively evaluate subexpressions to HAMs using inferences
rules and then combine them into larger and larger HAMs for each
parent expression until we have a HAM for p.
Consider the improve program in Figure 2. We first use an in-
ference rule for define, which leads to using a choice inference
rule. We provide a simplified version of the choice inference rule
here.
CHOICE
H ; ei ⇓Mi
H ; (choose e1 · · · en) ⇓ Choice(M1, . . . ,Mn)
The rule says that if each expression ei evaluates to a HAM Mi
under the heapH , then the expression (choose e1 · · · en) evaluates
to a HAM that contains a Choice node that can transition to any of
the HAMs Mi. Thus, for the improve program, when we evalu-
ate the (choose...) subexpression, there are two expressions that
needs to be recursively evaluated. The result is the HAM in Figure
5.
After we construct a HAM, we post-process by adding a Start
state to the beginning and a Stop state to the end. Additionally, if
we see any tail calls (Call states that are leaf nodes), we can add an
edge from the call state to the beginning of the HAM, and change
the semantics of that call state so that it transitions to the next state
instead of executing another HAM as a subroutine.
6.3 Step 3: Putting It All Together
Letting S(M(p)) denote the set of states of a HAM M(p), the
state space of the POMDP, (M ◦S)(p), that we construct is Sˆ(p) =
S(p)× StatesOf(M(p)).
The actions depend only on the current machine statem ∈M(p),
which is fully observable. In any machine state that is not a Choice
state, the agent can only take one action. If the machine state is a
Choice state, then the actions are the branches of the Choice state.
We define the transition function T (s, a, s′) of (M ◦S)(p) such
that values are passed around correctly between states to enforce
Eval: 
text 
Eval: 
text 
Call 
Primitive: 
C-imp 
Eval: 
C-imp 
Choose 
Start 
Stop 
Call: 
improve 
Figure 5: A HAM for the program improve in Figure 2. Circles
are action states, diamonds are call states, rectangles are choose
states.
call-by-poaps-value semantics.
The observation function O(s′, o) is simple. Observations are
only received in two scenarios. First, observations can be received
when executing a primitive and they are defined by the primitive.
Second, observations can be received when transitioning to a HAM
observation state.
7. OPTIMALITY
We now show that the POMDP we construct is correct, in that its
optimal policies result in the optimal executions of its correspond-
ing program.
LEMMA 1. For any POMDP (M ◦ S)(p) for a program p, let
C be the set of choice belief states, which are the belief states in
which the machine component of every possible world state is a
choice node. There exists a semi-MDP (m ◦ s)(p) with state space
C, such that an optimal policy pi for (m ◦ s)(p) corresponds to an
optimal policy Π for (M ◦ S)(p), in that Π simply augments pi by
mapping belief states not in the domain of pi to their single, default
actions.
PROOF. Consider the belief-MDP that corresponds to (M◦S)(p).
Consider the states that are not choice beliefs. We can remove these
states to produce an equivalent belief-Semi-MDP. The optimal pol-
icy for this belief-Semi-MDP is the same as the optimal policy
for the belief-MDP, and thus the same as the optimal policy for
(M ◦ S)(p).
THEOREM 1. LetM be the history-based MDP associated with
a program p. Then an optimal policy for the POMDP we generate,
(M ◦ S)(p), can be used as an optimal policy forM.
PROOF. M and (m◦s)(p) are stochastically bisimilar [10] (we
map each history to its corresponding belief state), and the optimal
policy of (m ◦ s)(p) corresponds to that of (M ◦ S)(p) (Lemma
1), so the optimal policy for (M ◦ S)(p) can be used as an optimal
policy forM (Lemma 1).
This theorem also affirms that an optimal policy for our constructed
POMDP is not just a “recursively optimal” [9] policy. For example,
suppose a user has written a program p that calls some other user-
defined program f that also calls some other user-defined program
g. Then, the optimal policy’s actions while in g consider not only
the state local to g, but also the state local to f and the state local
to p. In other words, an optimal policy for (M ◦ S)(p) does not
solve lots of primitive POMDPs in isolation. Notably, a POMDP
solver that produces an optimal policy will update beliefs about
state variables local to p even when observations are made about
correlating state variables local to g.
8. MONTE CARLO PLANNING
We solve the POMDP when a user runs a program. The POMDP
that we construct can potentially have many unreachable states. Ad-
ditionally, we do not want to construct the entire state space or the
full matrix representation of the transition and observation func-
tions, since these can be very large or infinite. Therefore, we choose
to use online Monte-Carlo methods to solve the POMDP. While we
try using a UCT-based solver, POMCP (without a rollout policy)
4 [21], we find that the value function can take an extraordinary
amount of time to converge.
Instead, we modify RTDP-Bel [3] to create C-RTDP, an algo-
rithm similar to HAMQ-learning [17] that takes advantage of the
fact that the actual complexity of the POMDP is determined by
the number of choice points. C-RTDP modifies RTDP-Bel by only
performing backups on choice beliefs. In the POMDP that we con-
struct, all the states that have non-zero probability in a reachable
belief state will always have the same machine state. A choice belief
is one in which the machine component of every state is a choice
node.
We fully specify our algorithm below. boa means the belief state
given that the agent had belief state b, then took action a and re-
ceived observations o. Coa is the expected cost of taking action a in
belief b and receiving observations o.
Algorithm 1: C-RTDP (One simulation)
Initialize belief b = b0
Sample s = (m, c) ∼ b
if m is terminal then
Return
end
if m is a choice node then
for every action a do
Ψ = ∪i∈N{(o1, . . . , oi)|bo1,...,oia is choice belief}
Q(a, b) =
∑
ψ∈Ψ P (ψ|a)(Cψa + V (bψa ))
aˆ = minaQ(a, b)
end
else
aˆ = default action
end
Update V (b) = Q(aˆ, b)
Sample s′ ∼ T (s, aˆ, s′), o ∼ O(aˆ, s′)
Update b0 = boaˆ and repeat
We can show that C-RTDP converges to the optimal policy:
THEOREM 2. For any POMDP (M ◦ S)(p) for a program p,
C-RTDP will converge to the optimal policy with probability 1.
PROOF. For a POMDP (M ◦ S)(p), C-RTDP solves the cor-
responding belief-Semi-MDP. Then by Lemma 1, we have that C-
RTDP solves (M ◦ S)(p).
By using a Monte-Carlo, online approach, we gain several ad-
vantages. Initializing the initial belief is easy. Suppose a user runs
a program for a function f with arguments arg0 . . . , argn. None
4Since POAPS is a general representation language, the existence
of a rollout policy cannot be assumed.
of the expressions have been evaluated yet, so we only need to ini-
tialize our belief of the arguments argi. If argi is observable, as
defined by the primitives that use it inside f , then we simply define
the POAPS value of argi to be equal to the Normal value. There-
fore, if a state is observable, its space can be infinite. If argi is un-
observable, then we initialize a uniform belief over the state space
defined by the primitives that use it.
9. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
As a proof of concept that POAPS can run programs, we imple-
ment the POAPS system and write the voting program from the in-
troduction. We also implement a goal eliciation module. The prim-
itive crowd-vote has a cost of 1 cent and we specify a goal accu-
racy of 90%. We run the program on Mechanical Turk with 1100
named entity recognition tasks. Each named entity recognition task
begins by providing the worker with a body of text and an entity,
like “Washington led the troops into battle.” Then it uses Wikifica-
tion [16, 19] to find a set of possible Wikipedia articles describing
the entity, such as “Washington (state)” and “George Washington,”
and asks workers to choose the article that best describes the en-
tity. POAPS achieves an overall accuracy of 87.73% with an aver-
age cost of 4.33 cents. This result is consistent with those in [7],
showing that our general purpose implementation can perform at
par compared to an expert-written problem-specific POMDP, sug-
gesting the value of our system to end-users.
10. A LARGER EXAMPLE
Throughout this paper, we have expressed several practical crowd-
sourcing problems in our language. Note that all our programs have
only used two non-trivial expert-defined primitives: c-imp and c-vote
(trivial Lisp-primitives like + and > whose hidden behaviors are
identical to their visible behaviors come with POAPS). We demon-
strate the versatility of our paradigm by writing find-fix-verify [4],
a more complex and popular workflow that can be used for crowd-
sourcing edits to text.
For example, given a piece of text as input (like a term paper),
it first asks crowdworkers to find patches in the text that need at-
tention. Then, given these subsets of text, it asks workers to revise
them. Finally, given the revisions, it asks workers to verify that the
revisions are better, through some voting mechanism.
In Figure 6, we show the POAPS program for find-fix-verify (ffv).
In addition to using c-imp and c-vote, we only need to use one
more non-trivial expert-defined primitive: c-find, which asks a
worker to provide an interval of text that requires attention. How-
ever, note that we can potentially use only c-imp and c-vote by
eliminating c-find and replacing it with c-vote where the pos-
sible answers are a set of intervals. These primitives provide all
the information we need to construct the POMDP for the program.
The domain state spaces of the primitives provides the state spaces
of the POAPS values of the arguments to those primitives, and the
transition functions describe the probabilities of the POAPS values
of the returns.
The program also uses trivial string and list manipulation primi-
tives like get-relevant-text, replace-text, and merge, which
like + and >, do not need to be expertly defined. worse-text repre-
sents what we think is the worse-text and better-text represents
what we think is the better text. We call ffv with worse-text
bound to an empty string and better-text bound to the text we
want to improve.
There are three choices. We can: 1) find mistakes in and fix the
better text (find-fix and then recurse, or 2) verify which ver-
sion of the text is better and recurse, or 3) return the better text.
(define (ffv worse-text better-text)
(choose
(ffv better-text
(find-fix better-text))
(if (vote-better? ’which is better?’ better-text
worse-text 0 0)
(ffv worse-text better-text)
(ffv better-text worse-text))
better-text))
(define (find-fix text)
(fix text (find text ’()))
(define (fix text intervals)
(choose
(let ((next-int (choose intervals))
(next-text (get-relevant-text text next-int))
(better-text (c-imp next-text)))
(fix (replace-text text next-int better-text)
intervals))
text))
(define (find text intervals)
(choose
(find text (merge (c-find text) intervals))
intervals))
Figure 6: A POAPS program for the find-fix-verify workflow.
find-fix first calls find to repeatedly ask workers to provide in-
tervals in the text that require work. Then, it calls fix with those
intervals and repeatedly asks workers to improve the text in those
intervals.
A simple goal elicitation module for this program could sim-
ply ask the user whether they would like a “Almost-Perfect” text,
an “Excellent” text, or a “Satisfactory” text. It would translate the
choice into a goal belief on the hidden quality of the text, and then
minimize the expected cost of achieving that goal.
For even more examples of programs we can write, please refer
to the Appendix.
11. CONCLUSION
We have presented POAPS, a system that provides a language
for writing decision processes that provides an abstraction over
POMDPs. Knowledge of POMDPs is not a prerequisite for being
able to use decision-theory in everyday applications. In particular,
the states and dynamics of POMDPs are hidden from users. We
have shown how crowdsourcing experts can use POAPS to build
and optimally control many of their workflows. We have also im-
plemented POAPS and conducted a proof-of-concept experiment
that shows that POAPS can run the voting program of Figure 1 and
achieve results comparable to an expert-written problem-specific
POMDP. The complete POAPS system that we have built will be
available at the authors’ websites.
12. FUTURE WORK
Our work on POAPS is just the beginning. We imagine many
future directions:
1) A key question is whether or not POAPS is easy to use by
people who are not planning experts. A comprehensive answer to
this question requires a user study of our complete system.
2) POAPS does not allow access to underlying POMDP details
through its language. But ideally, we would like to allow users to
modify whatever aspects they understand (e.g., a subset of state
variables or costs). We imagine an extension of POAPS that al-
lows users to work with POMDP/primitive components in their
programs.
3) POAPS allows users to specify hard constraints on policies.
By writing an adaptive program, they are exactly specifying the
policies that may be chosen by a planner. In other words, they not
only specify a POMDP, but they also specify a partial policy on
that POMDP, by limiting the actions that can be taken in a given
state. For example, in the voting program (Figure 1), if an agent
decides to stop asking the crowd for more votes, it can only re-
turn the answer that received more votes. It is not allowed to return
the answer that received fewer votes. We imagine a non-trivial ex-
tension of POAPS that allows users to specify soft constraints, in
the same way that UCT allows users to specify a rollout policy to
guide search. In this framework, POAPS would be able to deviate
from the program. For example, instead of always returning the an-
swer with more votes, it might return the answer with fewer votes,
because maybe the user did not foresee that sometimes the answer
with fewer votes is more likely to be correct.
4) POAPS assumes that all the primitives that use the same vari-
able specify the same state space for that variable. Such a restric-
tion makes life more difficult for non-experts. In particular, this as-
sumption may lead to unforeseen crashing or unexpected behavior.
However, we envision at least two methods for ameliorating these
scenarios. The first is to type our language, making it impossible
to write programs that would crash the compiler or planner. The
second is to use polymorphic typing or subtyping so that primitives
are more flexible.
5) Solving large POMDPs is a hard problem, and POAPS creates
large POMDPs. The scalability of our system is a weakness that
we hope to address. One way to reduce the size of the POMDPs
that POAPS creates is to use state abstraction. If we can analyze
the programs to determine the states that are irrelevant for making
decisions, we can eliminate them and significantly increase the size
of the programs that we can write.
6) While a procedural Lisp-like language is easy for us to com-
pile and interpret, we believe that most users prefer a more imper-
ative C-like language. Converting the POAPS language to one with
a more familiar syntax should increase usability and adoption.
7) Finally, POAPS assumes that experts either know, or can write
down the models for their primitives. However, we can easily ex-
tend the language to allow experts to direct POAPS to learn the
models using reinforcement learning, thereby reducing the amount
of work that experts need to put into the system.
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APPENDIX
We have shown how to write a program that polls workers in order
to find the best answer to some question. However, requesters can
do better by asking the question in multiple ways [12]. Figure 7
shows how to write a voting program if you have two methods for
asking the same question.
While the primary goal of POAPS is to enable non-experts to
write POMDPs, experts can also use POAPS to quickly build large
and complex POMDPs. Figure 8 shows how one can use POAPS to
write a goal-based rocksample. We note that the program we write
constrains the possible policies to ones that are more likely to be
optimal (though it may not include the most optimal policy).
(define (m-vote q0 q1 a0 a1 c0 c1)
(choose
(if (crowd-vote q0 a0 a1))
(m-vote q0 q1 a0 a1 (+ c0 1) c1)
(m-vote q0 q1 a0 a1 c0 (+ c1 1)))
(if (crowd-vote q1 a0 a1))
(m-vote q0 q1 a0 a1 (+ c0 1) c1)
(m-vote q0 q1 a0 a1 c0 (+ c1 1)))
(if (> c0 c1) #t #f)))
Figure 7: A POAPS program for multiple workflows. q0,q1 are
the two ways of asking the same question, a0,a1 are the two
possible answers, and c0,c1 count the number of votes for each
choice.
(define (move start end)
(if (= start end)
end
(choose(move (move-north start) end)
(move (move-south start) end)
(move (move-east start) end)
(move (move-west start) end))))
(define (r-s pos rocks exit-pos)
(choose
(move pos exit-pos)
(let ((good-rock (find-good-rock rocks)))
(r-s (sample (move pos good-rock))
(remove good-rock rocks)
exit-pos))))
Figure 8: A POAPS program for rocksample. pos is the initial
position, rocks is a list of rocks, and exit-pos is the exit posi-
tion.
move-* and sample are the primitives that need to expertly-
defined. These definitions boostrap the creation of the POMDP.
For example, The POAPS value of each rock can be defined by the
primitives as a pair, where the first element is a binary indicator
of whether or not the rock is good, and the second element is the
position of the rock. The Normal value of each rock can also be a
pair, where the first element is a rock id and the second element is
its position. Then, the behavior of the POAPS values of the return
values of these primitives (and thereby all subexpressions that use
the return values), are given by the expert-defined transition prob-
abilities. find-good-rock is a user-defined function (not shown)
that can be viewed as a generalization of the voting program.
r-s is the rocksample program. It contains two choice points.
The first choice is to simply move to the exit. The second choice is
to first find a good rock, move to where the good rock is, sample it
(a primitive), remove the rock from our list of rocks, and recurse.
To define the policy, we can write a goal elicitation module that
asks the user how many rocks should be sampled before quitting.
For example, if the user specifies that all rocks be sampled, then the
agent should find the expected minimum cost policy to sample all
the rocks, where the costs are given by the primitives.
